
HOW DO YOU WRITE A SHORT BIO ABOUT YOURSELF

Learn how to write a professional bio, why it's so important to have one, and take a Consider adding humor or a
personal story to add flavor to your professional bio. Tell us a little about yourself below to gain access today.

Example bio that includes a story: Pete Kistler You can check out my bio above to see how I included a story
in it. This is one of the most common steps that people struggle with when learning how to write a bio.
Remember to follow any instruction provided by your employer or job application. Watch your word count.
Business professionals can highlight awards or other recognition achieved in their careers. And optimizing it
for greater visibility in search engines can make your job even harder. Do you have a story that sparked your
career, your passion, or your purpose? Your story is only yours to tell, and it has value. Even adding an
adjective that shows your personality or an unusual accomplishment can make your bio different from the
crowd. From a search results standpoint, you want your name to be associated with your location, job title and
industry. Update your bio so it includes information about running your first 5k, taking a Tango lesson and
only falling twice, adopting a rescue dog â€” anything that paints a clearer picture of who you are and what
you value. A favorite book? Never fear! Cater your personal bio to your goals. So take your time and craft
something that makes you proud and gives your audience an accurate take on who you are. The caveat though,
is that you should actually respond to people trying to connect with you in the way that you suggest here. Edit
ruthlessly, analyze with free tools, and update constantly. Or even by a first date who want to scope you before
meeting up. Roberts holds a master's degree in management from Any University. In addition to being an
introduction to who you are and what you do, let your personal bio act as a marketing tool. This lets search
engines know that this lengthy, original, and well-written piece of content is about you. A Bio Template to
Use and Customize Even after you understand different types of bios, it can be difficult to get started. When
you are regularly updating your bios, make sure to check that all of your links are not only relevant, but that
the actual links work. Tim is a master at promoting his work and when he wrote his bio he took full advantage
of the opportunity. Writing Multiple Short Bio Versions You may find it useful to write slightly different
versions of your short bio to use for different circumstances. Just submit your profiles, and quickly find out
which bios need improvement.


